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Abstract—This paper presents the architecture of a 10b 170 MS/s
two-step binary-search assisted time-interleaved SAR ADC. The
front-end stage of this ADC is built with a 5b binary-search ADC,
which is shared by two time-interleaved 6b SAR ADCs in the
second-stage. The design does not use any static component such
as op-amp or preamplifier that causes large dissipation of static
power. DAC settling speed and power are also relaxed thanks to
this architecture. Besides, the process insensitive asynchronous
logic further reduces the delay of SA loop rather than using worst
case delay cells to compensate the process variation problem. The
ADC was fabricated in 65 nm CMOS and achieves 54.6 dB SNDR
at 170 MS/s with only 2.3 mW of power consumption, leading to a
FoM of 30.8 fJ/conversion-step.
Index Terms—Analog-to-digital converter (ADC), binary-search
ADC, SAR ADC, time-interleaved, two-step ADC.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

RADITIONAL pipelined ADCs [1]–[4] require multiple
op-amps that consume large amounts of static power and
become challenge for design with technology scaling. In recent
years pipelined-SAR ADCs [5]–[8] were proposed to achieve
both high-speed and low-power specifications by reducing the
number of op-amps. This was done by taking advantage of SAR
ADC benefits. However, the requirement of interstage gain in
the architecture of pipelined-SARs still required at least one
op-amp, which still consumed static power [5]–[8].
The SAR ADCs only use fully dynamic elements to achieve
low power consumption [9]–[12]. Pipelined-SAR [5]–[8],
time-interleaved SAR [13], [14] and flash-SAR [15], [16]
ADCs were reported to partially employ SAR as their sub
ADCs to overcome the speed bottleneck while retaining the
benefits of low power consumption in SAR. The binary-search
ADCs [17]–[19] achieve both low-power and high-speed using

the binary-search algorithm. The main problem of this architecture is its limited resolution caused by comparators’ offsets and
exponential growth of switch matrixes and decoders [18], [19].
This paper presents a two-step binary-search assisted time-interleaved (TI) SAR ADC architecture, which takes the advantages of speed, resolution, and power offered by the two types
of ADCs. Through an analysis of energy consumption, it is
demonstrated that the selected bit allocation of the binary-search
TI SAR ADC is the most energy efficient when compared to
other high-speed dynamic SAR based ADC architectures. A
-bit binary-search TI SAR ADC can reduce 48%
of energy consumed when compared to a 10b dual-channel TI
SAR ADC. Furthermore, a process insensitive asynchronous
SAR logic is also presented that auto-detects the logic delay of
each cycling bit, instead of using a worst case delay control as
[20].
II. DYNAMIC SAR BASED ADCS
SAR ADCs benefit from their simple structure, the analog
part whereof only includes one DAC array and one comparator.
However, the implementation of single comparator always requires full resolution quantization for all bits, which in turn
slows down the SA loop and consumes more power. For instance, the first 9 bits quantization of a 10b SAR ADC requires
a 10b comparator. Thus, the comparator consumes 10b comparator power for all 10 clock cycles.
With the help of subranging quantization using digital error
correction, the accuracy of the components is relaxed. For instance, the tolerated error of a M-bit coarse stage in a two-step
-bit subranging ADC with 1b digital error correction overlapping can be expressed as
(1)
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and the tolerated error of the N-bit fine stage becomes
(2)
is the input full scale. Only considering the nonwhere
linearity from the comparator, (1) reveals that the offset and
noise requirement of coarse-stage comparator can be mitigated
-bit subranging SAR
as M-bit. Assuming that there is a
ADC, the 5b coarse comparator power can be reduced drastically compared to a full 10b implementation. There is only a
little drawback on speed as one more bit must be quantized in
fine stage. The flash-SAR and pipelined-SAR ADCs also benefit from subranging quantization that reduces the coarse-stage
power.

0018-9200/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed 10b two-step ADC.

Fig. 1 shows the ADC architecture, together with its timing
diagram. The design is composed of a high-speed binary-search
ADC shared by two interleaved lower-speed SAR ADCs. The
first-stage uses the architecture of [19] rather than [17] and [18]
because it resolves the kickback noise problem with minimum
number of comparators. The second-stage TI SAR ADCs
convert the rest 6b fine code. Each SAR ADC consists of a
10b capacitive DAC array, a dynamic comparator, and SAR
control logic. Two stages have 1b overlapping for digital error
correction.
From the timing diagram shown in Fig. 1, we see that the
T/Hs of the first-stage binary-search ADC and the second-stage
sample the input signal simultaneously at the sampling
phase
' . In the conversion phase
' , the
first-stage quantizes the coarse code and passes to the secondstage SAR1. The
then subtracts the reference voltage
from the sampled-input according to the coarse code. Meanwhile the first-stage together with the
in SAR2 samples
the input again. Therefore, the use of binary-search ADC exhibits an optimized trade-off between speed and power with the
two SAR ADCs.
III. ENERGY ANALYSIS
In this prototype design a 5b resolution is selected for the
first-stage binary-search ADC while 6b resolution is allocated
to the second-stage TI SAR ADCs. Through energy analysis
the comparison will demonstrate that the bit allocation selected
for the binary-search TI SAR ADC is the most energy efficient when comparing to other bit allocations as well as other

high-speed dynamic SAR based ADC architectures. For purpose of high-speed comparison binary-search TI SAR, flash TI
SAR and dual-channel TI SAR ADCs are chosen to develop
the energy theoretical models. This is taking into consideration
of resolution, speed, input swing, supply voltage, and process
parameters. A dynamic comparator is employed in the energy
model development and digital calibration is assumed to alleviate the comparators’ offset mismatch under 10b resolution.
A. Binary-Search TI SAR Energy Model
The energy model is developed using a
-bit binary-search TI (BS-TI) SAR ADC. The first-stage binary-search
ADC is M-bit resolution, whereas the second-stage TI SAR
ADC is N-bit, with 1-bit overlapping for digital error correction. The basic BS-TI SAR ADC includes M comparators, reference ladder, and decoder for coarse stage, together with two
comparators, N-bit SAR logic control block, SA loop, and
-bit capacitor DAC array for fine stage.
1) Binary-Search Comparator: The size of the dynamic
comparator is determined by the thermal noise. After digital
error correction the tolerated error of M-bit coarse stage is
alleviated within M-bit from (1). To simplify the estimation,
the thermal noise of the comparator is set equal to M-bit
quantization noise level. Thus, according to [22], the loading
capacitance of the binary-search comparator,
, is given as
follows:
(3)
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where
is the thermal noise of the comparator, is
the noise coefficient and
is the over-drive voltage of the
input transistors. Therefore, the energy per conversion of the
binary-search comparators becomes
(4)
2) SAR Comparator: The tolerated nonlinear error of N-bit
-bit as seen in (2). To simplify the estiSAR ADC is
mation the thermal noise of comparator is set to
-bit
quantization noise level (i.e. the energy of the ADCs is compared under the 0.5b ENOB performance drop from the ideal).
Therefore, the loading capacitance of SAR comparator,
, is
given as follows:

Fig. 2. Energy efficiencies of binary-search TI SAR, flash TI SAR and dualchannel TI SAR ADCs with 10b resolutions (All normalized to the
-bit
binary-search TI SAR ADC).

(5)
Hence, the energy per conversion of the SAR comparators
becomes
(6)
B. Flash TI SAR Energy Model
-bit
This energy model is developed using an
flash TI (FL-TI) SAR ADC. The first-stage flash ADC is M-bit
resolution, and the second-stage TI SAR ADC is N-bit, with
1-bit overlap between the two step quantization. The FL-TI SAR
ADC includes
comparators, reference ladder, and encoder for coarse stage, with the configuration for the same fine
stage as above.
1) Flash Comparator: In terms of the architecture the noise
and accuracy requirements of flash comparators in FL-TI SAR
ADC is the same as binary-research comparators in BS-TI SAR
ADC using (1). Therefore, the required loading capacitance of
flash comparator,
, is equal to
.
Therefore, the energy per conversion of the flash comparators
becomes
(7)
C. Dual-Channel TI SAR Energy Model
-bit dualThis energy model is developed using a
channel TI SAR ADC. Because the TI SAR ADC does not get
the merit of subranging quantization, it has to be utilized to full
resolution requirement. The tolerated nonlinearity error of N-bit
SAR ADC is
-bit as in (2). Therefore, the required
loading capacitance of SAR comparator by thermal noise is the
same as (5). The energy per conversion of the dual-channel TI
SAR comparators becomes
(8)
In order to achieve the most efficient performance for 10b
resolution while operating with 1 V supply-voltage, the theoretical energy is estimated versus allocated resolutions of the
binary-search (flash) and the TI SAR as shown in Fig. 2. The
curves from Fig. 2 are derived and obtained from the theoretical energy model in (4), (6), (7), and (8), and the power equations (binary-search ADC decoder, SAR DAC array, SAR logic,

Fig. 3. Energy efficiency versus ADC output code with 5b first-stage and 6b
second-stage (All normalized to average energy of binary-search TI SAR ADC).

and flash ADC encoder) are derived in the Appendix with the
process parameters from a 65 nm CMOS technology. There is
also a resistor reference ladder in the binary-search ADC. In
practice the resistor reference ladder is just meant to provide
static reference voltage to the comparator. Its energy scale can
be ignored when compared to the total consumption as the reference ladder only consumes 9% of the overall ADC power.
The binary-search TI SAR ADC achieves the best energy efficiency while the first-stage binary-search is at 5b resolution and
the second-stage TI SAR is at 6b resolution. Compared with the
10b dual-channel TI SAR ADC a
-bit binary-search
TI SAR ADC can reduce 48% of energy. On the other hand the
best bit allocation of flash TI SAR is to assign 4b flash and 7 b TI
SAR for lower energy consumption. The energy versus output
code for TI and subranging ADCs are estimated according to
the switching sequence of each code with 5b first-stage and 6b
second-stage configuration as shown in Fig. 3.
IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The design considerations of the proposed architecture includes interstage error (errors between first and second stage),
time-interleaved (mismatching between TI SAR), and DAC
nonlinearity. The first-stage conversion accuracy is relaxed
to 6b (including comparator offset, noise, reference, and time
error between the first and second stage) because of the 1b
overlapping by error correction. For the second-stage, the
conversion accuracy is 11b because of unity interstage gain.
A. Inter-Stage Errors
Both first and second stage use bottom plate sampling, and
the second-stage residue is generated by digital code together
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Fig. 4. Implemented three-stage dynamic comparator.

with input signal at the DAC arrays rather than the analog-signal
alone. Therefore, the interstage gain error caused by the parasitic capacitances at the top-plates of the several T/Hs and DAC
arrays can be avoid. The resistive reference ladder, which can
be easily designed at a matching level of 6b, is implemented
for the binary-search ADC.
The offset requirement of first-stage is 25 mV according to
(1). The offset is corrected by offset calibration through unbalanced capacitive loading [21]. Besides, the full-scale voltage
of second-stage is
since input range of the
ADC is
. If the offset of second-stage is larger than
25 mV, the error correction range and the input of second-stage
will be saturated. Thus, a high-resolution, low-noise, and lowoffset comparator is required for the second-stage as there is no
amplification between the stages. A three-stage dynamic comparator [23] is utilized for this implementation, as shown in
Fig. 4, because of its low-noise, low-offset, and high-resolution
performance. During the reset phase
' the intermediate nodes
and output nodes
are charged
to
to clear the memory of previous data. Once the comparator is activated
' , the input and inverter stages
amplify the input difference to suppress noise and offset. The
output stage latches the amplified signal to the output by regeneration of the back-to-back inverters. In this implementation
the comparator achieves 11b resolution, which is clocked at 600
MHz by the SA loop, and consumes 132
of power. From
simulation results, the
offset voltage is obtained as 12.8 mV.
This addresses the design constrain.
The timing error between the first and second stage can be tolerated by the error correction. The timing mismatch between the
stages is 32 ps for the proposed architecture. The clock generator is placed between the binary-search ADC and the two SAR
ADCs as shown in Fig. 5 in order to match the routing distances
between stages. It is not difficult to optimize the timing error by
balancing the wire length (75 m), width (0.1 m), and loading
between the stages. As observed in post-layout simulation results, the
timing error between the stages is only 6.2 ps.
B. Time-Interleaved Mismatches
The matching requirement of the reference voltages between
the TI second-stage SARs can be calculated as according to [24]

(9)

Fig. 5. Chip micrograph.

where is the input range and the matching requirement
is 0.11% for the proposed design aimed at achieving 62 dB
SNDR. This matching is decided by capacitor matching of
the DAC array, and this can be achieved using symmetry and
common-centroid layout technique.
The offset mismatch between the channels of the secondstage requires a
of 0.7 mV to get 62 dB SNDR as according
to [24]
(10)
In this design, the second-stage’s comparators offset is cancelled in the digital domain by subtracting the mean code between channels using off-chip calibration as [8]. The calibration
topology obtains the offset information of each channel by averaging the output code, where the mean codes do not contain any
information about timing skew, gain error, or noise. The offset
difference between channels can be calculated by subtracting
the mean codes of the channels, and thus the calibrated ADC
output code is also obtained by subtracting this offset difference
from a channel’s output.
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Fig. 6. Split capacitive DAC array.

Since the second-stage SARs are using different DAC arrays
to sample the interleaved input signal as shown in Fig. 1, the
timing skew requirement of the second-stage SARs can be calculated as according to [24]
(11)
is the number of interleaving channels. From (11),
where
when the interleaving channel is more than two, the timing
skew requirement is strengthened. So using two time-interleaved channels for the proposed architecture can achieve
optimal performance. For a two-channel 10b 170 MS/s ADC
the matching requirement of the interleaved signal must be
2.1 ps at Nyquist input frequency. Therefore, the interleaved
clocks are generated by the master clock through a divide-by-2
low-skew clock generator [25]. From the post-layout simulation
results, we see that the
timing skew between the channels is
1.33 ps, which can address the design constrain.
C. DAC Nonlinearity
Fig. 6 shows the split DAC structure which is implemented
due to its low total capacitance and small area. The reference
voltages of the DAC array are connected to the ground and
analog supply
, since there is a capacitive voltage divider
. This in turn is determined by the full-scale input of
1.6
. The output of a split capacitive DAC array can be
expressed as in (12), shown at the bottom of the page, where
M represents the number of bits in MSB array and L represents
the LSB array.
and
are the total top-plate parasitic of
LSB array and MSB array, respectively. From (12) it is seen that
the parasitic
only causes gain error because it only affects
the denominator of the overall equation. This is not problematic because of bottom-plate sampling. However, parasitic
,
brings nonlinearity to the DAC array because there is a nominator difference between the MSB and LSB switching. In order

Fig. 7. SNDR versus top-plate parasitic in the implemented split capacitive
DAC array w/& w/o attenuation compensation.

to compensate for this error, we can equalize the nominators by
enlarging the
as follows:
(13)
is formed by Metal–Oxide–Metal (MOM)
The unit capacitor
fringing structure, which results in a unit value of 20 fF. From
the layout extraction results we see that the top-plate parasitic
capacitance of a 20 fF capacitor varies from 3% to 5%.
on the other hand is designed to
rather than conventional
value of
. The SNDR versus top-plate parasitic with and
without
compensation is shown in Fig. 7. From the graph
it is observed that the compensated
is able to cover the
ranges of top-plate parasitic over corner, while the SNDR drops
within 1 dB rather than 5 dB drop as conventional case (shown
in the highlighted area of Fig. 7). Besides the parasitic variation,
the
mismatch also affects the linearity of the DAC. Fig. 8
shows the SNDR versus
mismatch. The SNDR of the
ADC drops within 1 dB while there is 1% of
mismatch.
Therefore, the compensated split capacitor array can achieve
medium resolution without any calibration.

(12)
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Fig. 8. SNDR versus

mismatch at 4% top-plate parasitic.

V. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
A. MSB Settling Relaxation
Since the MSB array is settled before SAR starts quantization, the requirement of MSB settling time is relaxed [15] compared to conventional SAR. In the proposed scheme the resistance of the reference switch can be six times smaller compared
to conventional dual-channel SAR ADCs for 170 MS/s implementation. This reduces the size of the reference switches and
parasitic dramatically, which leads to less buffers implementation for power saving.
B. First-Stage Binary-Search ADC
Fig. 9 shows the 5b binary-search ADC for the first-stage,
which is modified from [19]. There are five substages and each
substage has its own comparator and distributed T/Hs. In total
nine T/Hs are used and the unit capacitance of each T/H is 50 fF.
The comparators of the substages are activated one-by-one
asynchronously without any feedback loop to achieve both low
power and high speed. The static reference ladder power is
minimized by starting the reference voltage settling at (M-2)-bit
quantization steps before the M-bit quantizes [18] [19].
A code overflow occurs when the output code of the firststage is “11111.” In general flash sub-ADCs one comparator
must be removed, so that the maximum output code can be
“11110.” However, in the implemented binary-search ADC, if
the comparator of the last substage is removed, the LSB code
is lost. Therefore, when the first 4b code is “1111” the supply
voltage is selected as residue rather than a reference voltage for
the last substage. Also, the input voltage is never larger than the
supply voltage such that the comparator of the last substage will
quantize an output bit of “0,” and the maximum code can only
be “11110.”
C. Process Insensitive Asynchronous Logic
The main dominating delays of the SA loop are comparator delay, digital logic delay, and DAC settling delay. In
conventional SAR ADC design approaches, the worst case
delay cells are implemented for all of these delays to ensure
that the SA loop is clocked properly. In response to this the
asynchronous SAR logic was invented with a view to reduce
the worst case comparator delay, which uses a fixed delay
of comparator ready signal to trigger the asynchronous logic
as indicated in Fig. 10(a) [20]. However, there is a logic
delay variation including the SAR control logic and switch

Fig. 9. Implemented 5b binary-search ADC with redundant references.

buffers delay
because of
the process variation, which causes incorrect quantization.
This happens when the comparator is clocked before switching
signals
. So comparator strobe delay
cell must provide a delay larger than the total delay from
comparator to the switching signals. With process variation
of switching logic delay and strobe delay cell, it is difficult to
guarantee that the delay cell can generate an accurate delay. To
address this worst case logic delay was implemented for the
logic delay path to ensure the comparator is always clocked
properly [20]. Besides, the worst case logic delay is mainly
depends on the MSB control logic and buffers, the SA loop
speed is not optimized since there is significantly less delay for
the LSB control logic and buffers.
The proposed process insensitive asynchronous logic solves
both comparator and logic delay variations. This is shown in
Fig. 10(b), together with its timing diagram. The proposed
scheme uses switching signals to trigger the asynchronous
loop instead of a fixed delay of comparator ready signal, so
that it does not require any tunable or worst case delay cells to
overcome the process variation problem caused by the control
logic and buffers. Since the MSB capacitors are settled before
second-stage conversion, the DAC settling delay is significantly
reduced. Therefore, the DAC settling delay is not the dominant
delay of the SA loop.
The operation of the proposed logic is separated into five
steps. During the reset phase (
‘0’), the logic is reset to
at node
such that the SA loop is disabled (1). Once the
SAR starts quantization (2), the comparator is clocked, and the
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Fig. 10. (a) Traditional SAR asynchronous logic and timing diagram. (b) Proposed process insensitive asynchronous logic scheme.

control logic provides a switching signal (3) to select an appropriate reference voltage
connecting to the
DAC. The switching signal (
‘1’)
discharges the dynamic node
to clock the comparator (4).
The pulse generator (PG) logic limits the pulse width of the digital output signal
, so the feedback signal (
‘0’)
can charge the dynamic node again to pull down the comparator
clock (5). The asynchronous logic repeats (3) to (5) until the last
bit is quantized wherein the comparator is always clocked after
the switching signal and the SA loop speed is not limited by the

worst case delay path (MSB control logic and buffers) as the
delay of control logic and buffers are automatically detected.
In this way, the SA loop is clocking itself at its optimized frequency. At the same time, it is insensitive to the process variation from comparator delay and logic delay by the proposed
asynchronous logic.
VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The prototype ADC was fabricated in 1P7M 65 nm CMOS.
The active area of ADC core is 0.104 mm (260 m 400 m .
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Fig. 11. Measured SNDR histogram.
Fig. 13. Measured DNL/INL.

Fig. 11 shows the measurement result among 20 chips. No
offset and timing skew tones are observed within the chips.
Based on the mean performance among the chips, the measured SNDR at 1.31512 MHz input is 54.6 dB. The FoM,
defined as
is 30.8 fJ/conv.-step.
The SNDR at Nyquist input frequency is 53.2 dB, with a
resulting FoM of 36.4 fJ/conv.-step. The SNDR, SFDR, and
power consumption versus input amplitude are shown in
Fig. 12(a). Fig. 12(b) and (c) shows the SNDR and SFDR
versus sampling frequency at fixed normalized frequency
and input frequency respectively, and the
ERBW is 116 MHz. Fig. 13 shows the measured DNL/INL.
The DNL is
LSB and the INL is
LSB. Fig. 14 shows both the measured FFT spectrum at DC and
near Nyquist input. The performance summary and comparison
with state-of-the-art pipelined-SAR, pipelined, and flash-SAR
ADCs are shown in Table I.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 12. (a) SNDR, SFDR, and power consumption versus input amplitude at
1.31512 MHz. (b) SNDR and SFDR versus sampling frequency at fixed normalized frequency
. (c) SNDR and SFDR versus input
frequency.

The prototype ADC consumes 2.3 mW of power operating
at 170 MS/s including 0.2 mW reference ladder power (9%
of total power), 0.57 mW analog power (25% of total power
including T/Hs, DACs, and comparators) and 1.52 mW digital
power (66% of total power including clock generator, SAR
logic, and binary-search ADC decoder). The speed of the
ADC is dominated by the interleaved SAR channels. However,
since the speed of the ADC is fully optimized for sampling
and first-stage quantization equals to the second-stage quantization, there is no improvement in speed whatsoever. This
is in spite of further interleaving the second-stage channels.

This paper presents a 10b 170 MS/s two-step binary-search
assisted time-interleaved SAR ADC architecture, where the
ADC’s front-end is built with a 5b binary-search ADC, shared
by two time-interleaved 6b SAR ADCs in the second-stage. The
-bit binary-search TI SAR ADC is
bit allocation of the
the most energy efficient as observed in the energy analysis and
comparison with other high-speed dynamic SAR based ADC
architectures. As well, a process insensitive asynchronous logic
is proposed to further reduce the delay of the SA loop. The
ADC was fabricated in 65 nm CMOS, occupying 0.104 mm of
active area. It achieves 54.6 dB SNDR at 170 MS/s, consuming
2.3 mW of power and with a FoM of 30.8 fJ/conversion-step.
At Nyquist input frequency, the SNDR is 53.2 dB with FoM of
36.4 fJ/conversion-step.

APPENDIX
The following subsections provide the detailed calculations
of the binary-search decoder, SAR DAC energy, SAR logic, and
flash encoder energies in order to compute the total ADC energy
and the architecture curve modeling.
1) Binary-Search ADC Decoder: The decoder design for the
binary-search ADC is shown in Fig. 15. The energy per conver-
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Fig. 14. 16,384 point FFT at 1.31512 MHz and 78.3984 MHz input (decimated by 25).
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND BENCHMARK WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART

2) SAR DAC Array: Assuming the
-bit DAC are
formed by split M bit MSB and N bit LSB capacitive array, the
switching energy of SAR DAC array can be calculated as [11],
[26]

(A5)

Fig. 15. Mth-bit stage decoder design for binary-search ADC.

sion of the M-bit binary-search ADC decoder can be expressed
as follows:

(A1)
where
and
are total junction capacitances of the
PMOS and NMOS transistors, respectively.

is the reference voltage charging to DAC array.
where
3) SAR Logic: The implemented SAR control logic is dynamic logic rather than static flip-flop as shown in Fig. 16(a),
and Fig. 16(b) shows the asynchronous SA loop. The energy of
the SAR control logic with the asynchronous SA loop can be
expressed as follows:
(A6)
4) Flash ADC Encoder: Fig. 17 shows the general thermometer-to-binary encoder for M-bit flash ADC. The energy
per conversion of the M-bit flash ADC encoder can be expressed
as follows:
(A7)
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Fig. 16. (a) SAR control logic scheme. (b) Asynchronous SAR loop scheme.

Fig. 17. M-bit flash ADC encoder.

5) SAR Logic for Dual-Channel TI SAR: By using the same
SA control logic and loop shown in Fig. 16, the energy of the
control logic and SA loop for
-bit dual-channel TI
SAR can be calculated as:

(A8)
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